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PRODUCT NEWS

NEW HOLLAND T9 SERIES  
TRACTORS WIN FINOVATION AWARD

Farm Industry News, a US monthly magazine that  
provides high-income farmers with information about  
new products and technology for the farm, has presented 
a FinOvation award to New Holland’s T9 Series 4WD  
tractors.  

The awards are presented to the best innovations of 2010  
designed to help producers farm more efficiently and more 
profitably. 

FinOvation awards go to the most innovative products 
coming to the market, based on Farm Industry News  
readers’ interest. The winners were recognised at an 
awards ceremony at the National Farm Machinery Show  
in Louisville, Kentucky in the US. 

New Holland’s T9 Series 4WD tractors meet the power 
and productivity needs of both row crop and broad acre 

producers. It has a choice of a standard or wide frame, 
industry-leading hydraulics, the largest cab in the industry 
and the industry’s first cab suspension system for this size 
of tractors. 

T9 Series tractors are powered by Tier 4A ECOBlue™ 
SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) Cursor engines,  
developed and produced by FPT Industrial (Fiat  
Powertrain Technologies).

All models feature the efficiency of New Holland Ground 
Speed Management, which intuitively manages both  
engine load and transmission speeds to optimise  
performance and fuel economy. They also feature the 
multiple award-winning SideWinder™ II armrest console 
which offers ergonomic excellence for every operator and 
intuitive control of the fully integrated auto-guidance.   



CUSTOMER PROFILE

The Field family in the Wairarapa has a long history with 
New Holland machinery, and they say it can’t be beaten 
for quality and capacity. Lindsay Field and his father 
Graeme farm 620 hectares at Greytown, where they fatten 
7,000 lambs through the winter, and crop from 150 to 300 
hectares a year of barley, wheat, peas and grass.

The New Holland CX8070 combine harvester with a  
24-foot front that they purchased in late January is the 
second CX combine they’ve bought in the last seven 
years. They operated a CX760 since 2004.

“We harvest up to 400 or 500 hectares a year, including a 
bit of outside work for some neighbours. We generally do 
that every year but this year was so dry we haven’t had a 
chance to try the combine out, as the yields were down,” 
Lindsay says.

“The CX760 is brilliant and has a 25-tonne per hour  
capacity. The new CX8070 has a 35-tonne per hour 
capacity.” Both combines are pretty similar, although the 
CX760 is a five straw walker, while the CX8070 is a six 
straw walker version. 

“It’s just bigger capacity – larger tyres and slightly wider. 
The new CX8070 is brilliant. It is better than the other 
one, actually, and it had no teething problems at all,” he 
says.  “I like their capacity and the size of the cab. It’s the 
biggest cab on the market and once you’ve driven one it’s 
hard to ever go back.”

The engines of the new CX models have the highest 
horsepower ratings of any conventional combine range. 
For high levels of grain handling efficiency, grain tank  
capacity ranges from 7,600 litres to 10,500 litres.

They’re currently operating their third New Holland round 
baler, a BR7060 and have previously owned 644 and 
BR740 models. They bought the BR7060 a year ago and 

NEW HOLLAND’S IMPRESSIVE TRACK RECORD  
KEEPS FAMILY COMING BACK FOR MORE

are pretty impressed with it. They use it to make about 
5,000 round bales of hay a year. 

“The bale itself looks really good and the so does the net 
wrap. I’ve done 700 round bales in a day with it. That’s my 
record,” Lindsay says.  The new variable chamber BR7060 
model can complete up to 25 percent more bales per day, 
due to the smooth, efficient collection and transportation 
of the crop from windrow to bale. The standard flow  
windguard can be fitted with a plate or a roller front  
extension to further improve flow in certain crops. 

“We’ve also got a conventional New Holland 570 baler as 
well. Dad does about 20,000 conventional bales a year of 
pea straw, straw, lucerne, red clover and meadow hay,” 
says Lindsay.  “We specialise in the conventionals for a 
small number of people and we’ve had New Holland  
balers from day one. They’re brilliant.”

The Fields have been customers of CB Norwood since 
Lindsay’s grandfather bought his first tractor in the 1930s. 
They now deal with Norwood Farm Machinery Centre in 
Masterton, where they receive a top level of service.

“With the first New Holland we had we never ever had a 
break down with it in six years. It was a brilliant machine,” 
says Lindsay.

From left: Aaron George (Norwood Farm Machinery Centre, Masteron), 
Julie, Lindsay, Donna, Michelle (in front) and Graeme Field, Greg 
Moore (New Holland New Zealand)



TECHNOLOGY

1. What are Tier 4 regulations?

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
Canadian Environmental Protection Agency (CEPA) and 
the European Union (EU) have set increasingly stringent 
emissions targets since 1996 to improve air quality.
The Tier 4 regulations will be introduced in two phases, 
beginning in 2011 with Tier 4A standards.  When Tier 4B 
regulations come into effect at the beginning of 2014, 
particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) will be 
reduced by 10% compared to Tier 3 levels.

2. How will New Holland meet Tier 4 regulations?

High-powered agricultural machines, such as the most 
powerful tractors, forage and combine harvesters,  
generate substantial engine heat and require enhanced 
cooling systems. This makes Selective Catalytic  
Reduction (SCR) technology the natural choice for  
machines over 75 kW (100 hp) as it reduces the cooling 
requirement as well as guaranteeing outstanding power 
output.  SCR technology uses an after-treatment system 
that adds Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) to achieve the  
required reduction in pollutants released by the engine.

3. What is the benefit of SCR technology?

SCR technology is completely separate from the main 
engine function and offers clear performance advantages.  
Engines that use the SCR system “breathe” clean, fresh 
air instead of re-circulated smog to create the ideal  
combustion conditions.  This results in increased  
maximum power and higher torque for improved  
productivity and farming efficiency.

4. Do I need to upgrade my New Holland Tier 3  
tractor?

No.  All tractors manufactured before the Tier 4A transition 
are exempt from new Tier 4A regulations.  As this  
legislation is not retroactive, your New Holland Tier 3  
compliant engine doesn’t need to be converted to a Tier 
4A system.

5. How will the SCR system effect maintenance?
These solutions have also been designed with  
serviceability in mind.  For example, the DEF tank is  
easily recognisable with its distinctive blue cap and is 
conveniently located right next to the diesel tank to  
facilitate filling.  Maintenance intervals (such as oil  
changes) are increased (for certain models) from 300 to 
600 hours, due to the engine operating more efficiently 
with cleaner combustion.

6. How will this effect engine performance?
Our Tier 4A solutions have been fully integrated into all  
of our machines, so you will continue to enjoy the  
industry-leading levels of productivity and output New 
Holland equipment offers.  New Holland SCR systems 
feature high power density (eg more horsepower per cubic 
inch or litre compared to CEGR/DPF systems),  
providing the power customers expect from their New 
Holland equipment.
SCR is also fully compatible with New Holland’s Engine 
Power Management system, which tailors engine power 
delivery to actual operating conditions for improved  
performance and fuel efficiency.

TIER 4 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



7. What is Diesel Exhaust Fluid?
It is a solution of 32.5% high purity urea and 67.5%  
de-mineralised water, which is colourless and non-toxic.   
Diesel Exhaust Fluid is a key element of SCR systems  
that reacts with engine exhaust gas in the presence of a 
catalyst, breaking down NOx into harmless nitrogen and 
water vapour, which both occur naturally in the  
atmosphere.
The entire system is managed by a Dosing Control Unit 
(DCU) which uses a sensor to monitor the exhaust gases.  
The DCU receives this information, and uses it to calculate 
the precise amount of DEF that needs to be added to the 
mixture.  DEF has already been in use for over four years 
in the trucking industry.

8. Why does the additive have three different names?
Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is the generic name, whereas 
AdBlue™ and GoClear™ are trade names for the same  
product.  DEF is commonly known by the name of its  
active component, urea. Urea is a key component of  
DEF and the SCR process, and is much more pure than 
urea used in fertiliser.  Agricultural urea should never be 
used in a SCR system.

9. Will DEF effect the machines performance?
Not at all, because it is contained in the after-treatment 
system.  Furthermore, the SCR system means that  
maximum power and torque both increase significantly 
when compared to Tier 3 levels.

10. How many times do I have to refill the DEF?
You only need to fill your DEF tank once every two diesel 
refills.

11. Is DEF easy to use?
The DEF tank fill point is easily accessible for refilling, right 
next to the diesel tank, and a warning light indicates when 
the additive level is approaching a low level.  
DEF is a non-toxic substance and can be transported and 
stored just like all other lubricants that are used for  
tractors, for example engine oil and fuel.  It is not a  
dangerous substance to transport, but due to its chemical 

TECHNOLOGY
nature it is slightly acidic (pH similar to baking soda) and  
it is corrosive to certain metals, much like salt water is  
corrosive to steel.

12. Where can DEF be purchased?
New Holland dealers will sell DEF in a variety of sizes 
ranging from 20 litre containers to 1,000 litre tanks.

13. What happens at very low temperatures?
DEF heating is required below its freezing point of 12° 
F (- 11° C).  If DEF freezes, the tractor will start and run 
normally and will have full power while the DEF is thawing.  
The operator does not have to do anything to thaw the 
fluid.  The fluid is automatically warmed and thawed by 
the DEF tank heater, which utilises the engine cooling  
system.  The EPA allows a 30-minute window that the 
engine may operate without DEF to allow for thawing time.
For winter storage, DEF lines in the equipment are  
emptied upon engine shutdown.  The DEF tank is  
designed to accommodation expansion if the DEF freezes.
Freezing and thawing have no effect on DEF’s life span.  
DEF can be frozen and thawed numerous times with no 
effect whatsoever.

14. Can I use biodiesel with an SCR system?
Currently biodiesel blends up to B7 can be used in New 
Holland Tier 4A engines.

15. Do SCR systems require a specific oil?
With an SCR system there is no requirement for special 
engine oils.  Also, the SCR system is not sensitive to fuel 
quality and can run on standard diesel fuel – without  
additives.

16. What’s next?
New Holland is already looking well beyond anything 
already laid down by future Tier 4 regulations.  We have 
already developed the word’s first NH2™ hydrogen tractor 
that produces zero emissions just a little water, and are 
testing it on a working farm.  This is within the framework 
of the “Energy Independent Farm” which would see  
farmers providing for all their own energy needs.
 



TRUE BLUE EFFICIENCY.
TRUE BORN PERFORMANCE.

NEW T7 FAMILY
CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO RUN  
ONE IN YOUR OPERATION?

Tomorrow’s technology you can already benefit from today. 
SCR will be the only technology able to meet the final 2014 Tier 4B regulations

See your local New Holland dealer for more information

MS1234

Together with full emission regulations compliance,  
the new T7.270 with Tier 4A SCR engine brings you:

MAXIMUM POWER + 7%
TORQUE + 13%
TORQUE BACKUP +33%
ENGINE POWER MANAGEMENT BAND + 52%
FUEL CONSUMPTION - 10%

Improvement between T7070 Tier 3 and New T7.270* Tier 4A SCR. 
*Based on DLG Powermix tests 12/2010
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LESS FUEL CONSUMPTION

Average Fuel Usage g/kWh

-10%

T7.270 
Tier 4A
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Tier 3

NEW HOLLAND HAS  

MADE STORAGE OF  

DEF/AD BLUE  

SIMPLE FOR YOU

Contact your local New Holland dealer today to take  

advantage of this free offer, valued at over $3000* 

 *Offer available until 31st July 2011

™



CUSTOMER PROFILE

PROOF IS IN THE TASTING  

BRAUD HARVESTER’S ELEGANT 
FINISH OVERWHELMS  
COMPETITORS

During the 2010 grape harvest, Wither Hills Vineyards 
tested every suitable type of destemming harvester on the 
market. Ultimately they decided they couldn’t go past the 
Braud range of machines.

Viticulture manager Rex Butt said Wither Hills currently 
owns two Brauds – a SB58 purchased nine years ago and 
a VL620 purchased five years ago – both of which are 
conventional conveyor-type harvesters.

“When we looked at buying a third specialist destemming 
machine we decided that we were not going to be swayed 
in our decision just because we already owned Brauds 
and had previously leased another Braud for the 2006 
harvest,” Rex says.

Braud is a world leader in grape harvesting technology.  
Its VL6060 high-capacity grape harvester can be fitted 
with a destemmer-separator, which fits on the top of each  
hopper, eliminating any impurities mixed in with the fruit.

“In the end the decision came down to quality of the job, 
reliability and simplicity of the machine. We looked at the 
competition and nothing could match it,” says Rex.  The 
new VL6060 was purchased to harvest the vineyard’s 2011 
vintage alongside the other two Brauds at Wither Hills.

“We’ve done extensive trial work with all different brands 
but we’ve stuck with the Braud. They suit our style of 
management. They’re very gentle on the grapes  
themselves and they’re reasonably low maintenance.  
The VL6060 has performed up to, and above, our  
expectations.”

The vineyard’s other two Braud conventional harvesters 
have also been extremely reliable over the years. “We’re 
pretty happy with them and that’s why we’ve stuck with 
them. The quality of the harvest job is second to none.”

Wither Hills consists of 360 hectares of estate vineyards in 

Blenheim, as well as a similar area of growers’ vineyards. 
It mechanically harvests about 8,000 tonnes of grapes 
each year – predominantly Sauvignon Blanc but also  
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Gris.

Wither Hills purchased its Braud grape harvesters from 
Williams Service Centre (1990) Ltd in Blenheim. Rex says 
the service they receive from the dealership is a big factor 
in sticking with the brand. “That back up of an excellent 
service team, along with a huge range of parts, is vital in a 
harvest which goes 24-7 for a very short period,” he says.

Wither Hills has also purchased four New Holland tractors 
from Williams Service Centre this year, two T4040Fs and 
two four-wheel-drive T4050Fs. The four new tractors are 
part of fleet of 12 New Holland tractors at Wither Hills.

“We have narrow 2.2 metre row spacings at Wither Hills so 
the options are quite limited. Over the years we have also 
assessed the New Hollands against the other competitor 
brands and there was nothing that was any better,” Rex 
says.

“They’ve made some extensive modifications to the new 
models, which have made quite a bit of difference, such 
as Canbus wiring and the new high-torque Tier 3 engines. 
The new machines have higher torque at lower revs, which 
means we can operate all our implements in the high-
speed PTO setting.

That means we use less fuel and the driver has less noise 
in the cab. When you take into account the longer service 
intervals and the option of changing to bio fuels, which the 
new engines are ready for, the decision was easy.”

The T4040Fs and T4050Fs are used as general vineyard 
tractors for work such as trimming, plucking, mowing, 
mulching and spraying. “Other brands just can’t compete 
– that’s why our entire fleet is New Holland,” Rex  
concludes.



INTERNATIONAL INTEREST

Erron Leafloor is a Research and Development Test  
Engineer at New Holland’s Saskatoon plant, but his 
involvement with farm equipment doesn’t end when he 
leaves his job at the end of the day.  Leafloor is also a 
long-time volunteer at the Manitoba Agricultural Museum, 
which houses Canada’s largest collection of vintage farm 
equipment.

With his technical expertise and love of farm equipment, 
Leafloor recently set a world record at the Museum for the 
largest plough pulled by a single tractor.

The record was set on 1st August 2010, the last day of the 
four-day 56th Annual Manitoba Thresherman’s  
Reunion and Stampede, when a New Holland T9060  
tractor equipped with a special hitch designed by Leafloor 
pulled a massive 65-furrow plough weighing in excess of 
22 tons.  The idea began, as many good ideas do, as a 
casual discussion.

“My good friend, Robert Bryce and I were sitting around 
his kitchen table one night discussing plans for the  
Museum’s Annual Thresherman’s Reunion”, says Leafloor.  

“This is the main fundraiser for the Manitoba  
Agricultural Museum and usually attended by more than 
10,000 visitors of all ages and backgrounds.  We wanted 
to do something spectacular in order to showcase the 
Museum and its collection.”

That’s when the idea was developed to go for a world 
ploughing record.

Special hitch design

In preparation to set the world record for the largest 
plough pulled by a single tractor, Leafloor designed a 
special hitch.  With the aid of over 30 volunteers from the 
Museum, Leafloor built the hitch from scrap metal  
supplied by New Holland’s Saskatoon plant and other 
sponsors, along with two I-beams on loan from a local 
house-moving company.

“The plough was actually made up of seven different  
restored ploughs owned by various individuals from  
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, along with the Elkhorn  
Auto Museum and the Manitoba Agricultural Museum.   

NEW HOLLAND TRACTOR SETS WORLD RECORD  
FOR PULLING THE LARGEST PLOUGH



INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
The ploughs were originally built by the Cockshutt Plow 
Company, an Ontario firm who built them in the 1920s, 
says Leafloor.  “We borrowed the ploughs, so it was only 
a couple of weeks after the event before the plough was 
completely torn down and returned to its owners. The 
hitch components (minus the I-beams which were also 
returned) have all been saved, and will become part of 
a display at the Museum grounds commemorating the 
event.”

Although you won’t see this event listed in the official 
Guinness Book of World Records, Leafloor says there’s  
no doubt it was a world record.

“Individuals who have been to multiple ‘big plough’ 
demonstrations across North America, and many foreign 
agricultural enthusiasts from as far away as New Zealand, 
attended the event and stated they had never heard of 
anything like this being done before.  In case there are any 
questions about what we did, we also took continuous 
video of the event, had several professional witnesses sign 
off on the event, documented measurements of the plough 
we built in both video and photos, and had a professional 
surveyor come in to measure all of the passes.

“From extensive research, we found that there were 
instances of large steam traction engines pulling ploughs 
consisting of between 20 and 30-furrows in the early years 

of the 20th century, and one unsubstantiated report of a 
50-furrow plough being pulled in the fields of Kansas by 
a large steam engine.  There has never been a published 
record for the largest plough ever pulled by a single  
tractor; all three previous records for such feats were done 
with three tractors hooked to the implement at the same 
time.  Therefore, even though on the same day we used 
five antique tractors to pull a 66-furrow plough, only one 
T9060 pulled a 65-furrow plough, so it stands out as the 
only tractor ever recorded as having pulled a plough larger 
than 50-furrow.”

A record set with a New Holland tractor

With an enthusiastic crowd in attendance and Leafloor  
in the tractor cab, a world record was set when the  
65-furrow plough tilled over 76 feet (23.1 metres) of soil 
in one pass.  The T9060, equipped with ATI aftermarket 
tracks, provided the only source of power.

“The tractor using those tracks in the sandy soil of  
south-central Manitoba, only hit around 50-60%” engine 
horsepower on the readout tilling 76 feet of land, four 
inches deep.  In my opinion, being in the driver’s seat, I 
wouldn’t have worried if there were 15 or even 20 more 
furrows attached to the plough.  It barely felt like the  
tractor was working at all.”

HOW THE HITCH WAS DESIGNED
In preparation to set the world record for the largest plough pulled by a single tractor, New Holland Test  
Engineer Erron Leafloor explains how he designed the hitch for the 65-furrow plough.
“In designing the hitch, we had to do a lot of research on the tractors that were being used, the type of land 
being tilled, and the brand of ploughs to be pulled in order to judge how strong the hitch needed to be.  This 
research, because of the age of the equipment involved, was a definite challenge, and ranged from reviewing 
the 2008 Nebraska Tractor Tests to scouring the results of the 1908 Winnipeg Motor Trials.
In addition to the difficulties of working with equipment and land that was unfamiliar, the group was operating 
on an extremely tight budget.  Almost all of the materials for the hitch were donated from various scrap piles.  
Even with the best laid plans, when you’re working with what you have, designs can, and do, have a tendency 
to change drastically on the fly.  It was only with the varied knowledge of the welders, machinists and  
equipment owners that these challenges were overcome, and the project was successful.”



PREVIEW

FIELDAYS® PREVIEW
TIER 4
New for National Fieldays® 2011 will be the Tier 4A  
technology from New Holland. Not only does Tier 4  
provide significantly less pollution to the atmosphere but  
it uses less fuel and produces more power and torque  
– we all win!

New Holland’s Tier 4 solution uses Selective Catalytic  
Reduction (SCR) technology to clean the exhaust gases  
so your engine is always breathing clean fresh air. SCR 
uses a urea solution called DEF (Diesel Exhaust Fluid) to 
treat the exhaust gases to remove the harmful nitrous  
oxides that result from the combustion process. At the 
same time, optimal engine tuning burns the fuel more 
efficiently generating less particulate matter (soot) – the 
black smoke common in older diesel engines. All of this is 
done while burning around 10% less fuel and producing 
more power and torque so you can get more done in a day 
while it’s costing you less.  

Please see one of your New Holland representatives for 
more information on New Holland’s Tier 4 solution.

BOOMER
Also new for New Holland is the first of the new Boomer 
tractors. The Boomer range consists of a 40, 45, and 50 
horsepower cab tractor which utilises Hew Holland’s  
revolutionary EasyDrive™ constantly variable  
transmission. Differing from the hydrostatic  
transmission common for this type of machine,  
EasyDrive™ uses a chain drive variator comprising a steel 
chain running between two variable diameter pulleys. The 
pulleys discs move closer together or further apart,  
varying their effective diameter providing an infinitely  
variable number of transmission ratios.

RUSTLER™
The New Holland Rustler™ utility vehicle will also be on 
display for the first time. The Rustler™ model range  
consists of the Rustler™ 115, with a 14hp petrol engine; 
the Rustler™ 120 with a 20hp diesel engine and the  
Rustler™ 125 with a 23hp petrol engine. On display will  
be the Rustler™ 120. 

Rustler™ is fitted with many advanced features including 
a chassis made of rust and corrosion proof aircraft grade 
aluminium, a wide range CVT transmission providing high 
torque and a 40kph top speed and the Intellitrak™  
all-wheel drive system. Intellitrak™ means there are no 
gears to shift, no levers to pull and no buttons to push  
– just the gear you need when you need it.  

The ground-sensing traction system means power and 
torque are automatically adjusted to all four wheels as 
required. This is as simple as it gets.

DON’T FORGET TO CALL INTO THE  
NEW HOLLAND SITE AT THE NATIONAL  

FIELDAYS®, SITE C61.



PRODUCT NEWS

New Holland announces a new product designed for 
the hardworking farmer, property owner or hard playing 
outdoor sports enthusiast in New Zealand: the Rustler™ 
utility vehicle. 

Equally at home at work or play, Rustler™ utility vehicles 
combine rugged performance with an ultra-smooth ride for 
“go-anywhere, do-anything” confidence. No matter what 
you do, a New Holland Rustler can be built for you!

In the paddock or forest, over ruts, on tracks and through 
mud, Rustler utility vehicles get the job done. Whether 
hauling supplies, pulling trailers or transporting people 
and gear, Rustler utility vehicles can be configured to 
meet the customers need: offered in two-passenger or 
four-passenger versions, with petrol or diesel engines, 
transmitting power to the wheels through a wide range 
CVT transmission the Rustler™ offers 40kph top speed 
and 4x4 for increased traction and control.

Rustler utility vehicles are built tough: the frames of the 
120 and 125 models are constructed of the same grade 
corrosion-resistant, lightweight aluminium used in jet 
fighters, while the 115 features a rugged steel frame and 
box construction. With total vehicle capacities of 420kg to 
725kg, Rustler utility vehicles are designed to handle big 
loads with ease. 

Backed by an industry-leading two year/2,000 hour limited 
warranty, the Rustler™ was designed with the customer 
in mind. All models feature high ground clearance with 
independent front suspension and on the Rustler 115 
independent rear suspension to provide an exceptionally 
smooth, stable, comfortable ride no matter what type 
of terrain they’re on. Rack and pinion steering with tilt 
adjustable steering wheel completes the package to 
ensure ease of handling.

New Holland Rustler utility vehicles are 4x4 for extra 
traction. On the 14hp 115 petrol model, simply engage the 
shift-on-demand four-wheel drive, while the larger models 
engage four-wheel drive automatically. 

NEW HOLLAND RUSTLER™ 
UTILITY VEHICLES INSPIRE  
‘GO-ANYWHERE,  
DO-ANYTHING’  
CONFIDENCE

The 20hp 120 diesel model and 23hp 125 petrol models 
feature IntelliTrak™, an automatic, all-wheel-drive system 
that delivers the traction you need, when you need it. 
There are no manual levers to pull or buttons to push, the 
automatic system always transfers power to the wheel/s 
with the most traction to get through tough terrain.

With extra operator leg room the Rustler™ provides ease 
of entry and exit due to the minimal protrusion of the front 
wheels into the foot well, while the tilt adjustable steering 
column ensures a more comfortable operation.  

For safety, passengers are surrounded by a certified  
roll-over protection system (ROPS) and retractable safety 
belts for all seat positions. Bench seats are standard with 
retractable belts across the range, the Rustler 120/125 
utility vehilcles can be equipped with optional  
high-back bucket seats featuring a 13-position driver seat 
adjustment for all-day comfort. The weather protected 
glove box, multiple storage pockets and two console 
mounted cup holders complete the operator area.

New Holland provides a wide variety of factory and  
dealer-installed options and accessories to customize 
each Rustler to your requirements. 

Further information on the Rustler utility vehicle range 
is available at your local New Holland dealer; find your 
nearest dealer at www.newholland.co.nz

See the  
New Holland 

Rustler™  
at the National 

Fieldays™  
site C63. 



PRODUCT NEWS

• The T7070 Blue Power unlimited edition celebrating 
New Holland’s double Tractor of the Year successes is 
now available as a standard offering in New Zealand 
for 2011 as the Tier 4A T7.270.

• T7 range sets best in class fuel efficiency records 
regardless of the transmission:  T7.270 Auto  
Command™ records 261 g/kWh and T7.260 Power 
Command™ achieves 259 g/kWh in the DLG  
PowerMix test.

• T7.210 Blue Power edition launched at SIMA in  
celebration of the T7.210 Golden Tractor for Design 
2011 award is available as a factory option.

• T7.210 Blue Power with a segment leading  
power-to-weight ratio of 28.1kg/hp and R42 tyres: 
perfect for reducing soil compaction.

New Holland has further enlarged its Tier 4A compliant 
T7 range with two new, prestigious Blue Power models 
for improved productivity in a visually stunning package. 
The T7.210 and T7.270 Blue Power editions celebrate the 
18-times awarded range and boast a dazzling one-off blue 
finish together with sumptuous chrome coloured elements. 

Productive and efficient ECOBlue™ SCR technology

The range’s 6.7 litre Nef engine benefits from ECOBlue™ 
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) technology for Tier 4A 
compliance. The T7.270 and T7.260 set new fuel efficiency 
records for the segment in the Deutsche  
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft (DLG) PowerMix test.  
The T7.270 Auto Command™ consumed 261 g/kWh and  
the T7.260 Power Command™ a mere 259 g/kWh.

The Blue Power range is available with the New Holland 
Auto Command™ continuously variable transmission on 
the T7.210 and T7.270 models.   Customers benefit from 

the multi award winning SideWinder™ II armrest with the 
CommandGrip™ multi function handle for intuitive control 
of the main tractor functions, together with an IntelliView™ 
III  touchscreen monitor. All models can also be equipped 
with the New Holland IntelliSteer™ automatic guidance 
system. 

T7.210 Blue Power: continuing success celebrated at 
SIMA

The T7.210, which won the Golden Tractor for the  
Design™ 2011, took pride of place on the New Holland 
stand at the 2011 edition of the SIMA show in Paris, 
France.

Pierre Lahutte, Head of Global Tractor Management 
states: “This award-winning model is intended for users 
who prefer a compact machine, but do not want to forfeit 
high performance, maximum versatility, great productivity 
and low running costs. Moreover, it is a model which  
actually helps to improve our farming environment, by  
preserving the air quality, thanks to SCR technology, as 
well as the soil structure through reduced compaction.

The T7.210 has a segment-leading power-to-weight ratio 
of a mere 28.1 kg/hp and has been engineered by  
design for compatibility with tyres of up to size 650/65/
R42. Together, these unique features considerably  
increase the tractor’s footprint and guarantee decreased 
ground pressure to a mere 800g/m2, improving traction 
and ground clearance whilst reducing wheel slip and  
overall soil compaction. The Blue Power T7.210 is a  
perfect example of how tractor design can support  
agricultural sustainability by reducing fuel consumption, 
having the minimum effect on the environment and  
preserving soil structure.”

NEW HOLLAND EXTENDED BLUE POWER  
RANGE NOW INCLUDES THE T7.210

“GOLDEN TRACTOR FOR DESIGN 2011”  
AND USES ECOBLUE™ SCR TECHNOLOGY FOR TIER 4A COMPLIANCE



Results of PowerMix tests on New Holland’s new T7 
Series tractors by the DLG (Deutsche Landwirtschafts-
Gesellschaft), the German Society for Agriculture, officially 
confirm the tractors’ record-setting, best-in-class fuel 
economy in the 150 - 200 PTO hp class. The T7 tractors 
feature Tier 4A emissions-compliant engines with Fiat 
Powertrain Tier 4 SCR engine technology.  

The DLG PowerMix tests were performed at the  
internationally accredited DLG Test Centre in  
Gross-Umstadt, Germany. The PowerMix test is designed 
to be a real-life indicator of fuel economy. Although  
performed on a test track to ensure standardization, the 
tests are designed to give a more accurate indication 
of fuel economy by simulating common tractor working 
conditions. The test is based on fuel consumption figures 
for a variety of different working cycles for draft, PTO and 
mixed (including hydraulic) applications. 

The DLG recently published the PowerMix test results 
for New Holland Tier 4A T7.260 Power Command™ and 
T7.270 Auto Command™ tractor models. All  
configurations of these models, with either Power  
Command™ (PowerShift) or Auto Command™ (CVT) 
transmissions, offer the best fuel economy in the 150-200 
PTO hp segment.

The T7 Series outstanding fuel economy is attributed to 
the design of the engine. With the SCR technology, the 

engine “breathes” clean air, instead of re-circulated exhaust 
gases, allowing the engine to simply do what it’s designed 
to do: produce maximum power from a given quantity of 
fuel.

As the Clean Energy Leader, New Holland Agriculture  
confirms its position by offering 20 Tier 4 emissions- 
compliant SCR tractor models available from early 2011.

“At the start of 2011 our customers will have the widest 
range of machines with Tier 4A SCR technology in the 
industry to choose from,” says Franco Fusignani, President 
and CEO of New Holland Agriculture. “The recently  
published DLG figures fully confirm our clear leadership 
both in term of productivity and fuel economy.”

PRODUCT NEWS

NEW HOLLAND T7 TRACTORS ACHIEVE  
BEST-IN-CLASS FUEL ECONOMY TEST RESULTS

PowerMix Test Results
The DLG published PowerMix 
test results for New Holland Tier 
4A SCR T7.260 Power  
Command™ and T7.270 Auto 
Command™ can be found at: 
http://www.dlg-test.de/pbdocs/
traktoren/NewHollandT7270_e.
pdf and 
http://www.dlg-test.de/pbdocs/
traktoren/NewHollandT7260_e.
pdf.

Make Model
Rated 

Hp
Transmission

DLG powermix 
(g/Kwh)

Publication
Powermix 

date
New Holland T7.260 215 Full Powershift 259 DLG Dec 2010

John Deere 7530 185
Gear stick Semi 

Powershift
273 DLG July 2010

Deutz M640 171
Gear stick Semi 

Powershift
275 Profi Mar 2009

Claas
Axion 
850

224
Robotized Semi 

Powershift
282 Profi Apr 2008

New Holland T7.270 228 CVT 261 DLG Dec 2010

Fendt 820 190 CVT 278 Profi Oct 2007

John Deere 7530 175 CVT 291 Profi Aug 2008



Parts and Service
Purchasing an agricultural, commercial or industrial  
machine is a complex process, weighing up the features,  
benefits and specifications to ensure the decision you make  
is correct.  
The relatively small yet very competitive market that we have 
here in New Zealand relies on strong product support. You 
also need a company with the strength and stability to deliver 
consistent after sales service to ensure you get the most from 
your investments.
With over 60 years experience, we believe you can only offer 
the “total package” if you can back up sales with a National 
Parts Centre and warehouse. We can offer 24-hour, 7-days 
a week support to New Zealand’s largest nationwide dealer 
network.   
Our authorised dealer network stretches from the far north to 
Southland. At our National Training Centre in Palmerston North 
we constantly train the staff within our network to ensure you 
are getting the latest up to date factory trained technicians to 
work on your New Holland machine.  With New Holland’s  
cutting edge technology, we leave nothing to chance.  
We are dedicated to providing a complete, integrated after 
sales service and parts package which will help  to improve 
your productivity, better return on your investment and piece  
of mind through busy work periods, where down time can  
spell disaster. Through feedback from current New Holland  
customers we constantly review and where needed, modify  
our support levels to maintain our reputation as “second to 
none” in our industry.

It’s our product and we back it!!

Are you ready?
Winter Servicing, don’t put it off!
With Winter Servicing on our doorstep and following the success  
of last year’s Off-Season Programme, we are again offering our  
Off-Season maintenance and service plan. Some would say that  
the success of next season starts now.
As we all know, scheduled maintenance is a critical part of your 
operation. Without it you run the risk of not only seasonal downtime, 
but this could also result in a number of associated costs such as 
parts price increases, emergency airfreight costs and call out fees... 
the list goes on.
New Holland would like to do our best to help you manage your  
off-season maintenance by inviting you to take us up on one or 
more of our harvest, tractor and baler plans. We are happy to come 
to you if that suits you best.
You will be given the most detailed report we can offer by our  
factory-trained technicians and we will keep you informed 100% 
with any work that we feel needs to be carried out, so, in other 
words, there will be NO SURPRISES!  
Don’t wait!, book today to ensure that you have a trouble-free next 
season. We will also contact you over the coming months  
to go over these options and answer any  
questions you may have.

• Cars use 30% of their available horsepower.

• On-highway trucks use 60% of their available horsepower.

• Agriculture equipment run most of their lives at rated rpm and  
use 90% of their horsepower.

With this in mind New Holland have developed AmbrA MASTERGOLD HSP as 
their genuine off-highway oil of choice to protect your New Holland equipment 
when it’s under load.
Ensure peak performance this season with genuine AmbrA engine oil, it works 
as hard as your machinery. So check with your local New Holland dealer today 
about the correct AmbrA engine oil for your machinery and minimise downtime.



•	 Give the unit a good clean.  Dust, dirt and chaff from 
summer operations may have collected in various 
places and if not cleaned out can hold moisture that 
can speed corrosion of metal and paint.  Wet grime 
can also freeze and expand, causing moving parts to 
bind up and become inoperable.

•	 Water blasting tips.  Let the machine run for about 30 
minutes to bring all bearings and gearboxes to  
operating temperatures.  Avoid water jets onto  
electric equipment, bearings, seals, oil tank, fuel tank 
and gearboxes. Maximum water temperature is 60°C 
and maximum water pressure is 870 PSI (60 bar).  
After washing is completed run machine for at least 30 
minutes and lubricate areas that could have  
experienced water ingress eg bearings etc.

•	 Clean the cab glass thoroughly and apply a coat of  
“Rain-X” or a similar product to inside and out.   
This will help prevent condensation and will allow  
dust from storage to be easily removed.  Check the  
windscreen washer system is filled with washer fluid 
that won’t freeze.

•	 Clean	or	replace	engine	and	cab	air	filters to ensure that 
the moisture in the dust does not freeze and cause 
damage to the filters.

•	 Lubricate door and window seals with silicon spray or 
grease to prevent sticking.  Oil hinges and latches, 
and lubricate the door lock cylinders with a graphite 
lubricant.

•	 Check	the	fuel	tanks	and	filters	for	signs	of	water.	 Water 
should be drained out if possible or removed with an 
additive.  If water is present in large amounts, you 
should investigate the source of contamination and 
correct it.

•	 Check the condition of the tyres as well as air pressure.  
Cold, wet weather can increase the likelihood of tyre 
damage, particularly if tyres are underinflated.  See 
your Owner’s Manual for correct pressure.  For long 
storage periods, the equipment should be blocked up 
and pressure removed from the tyres.

•	 Remove the batteries, or if equipment has a battery  
disconnect switch, disconnect the batteries.   
The electronic components in today’s equipment will 
draw power during storage.  If the batteries are not  
disconnected, the battery could discharge and in cold 
temperatures the batteries will freeze and become 
damaged.

•	 Test the anti-freeze in the cooling system to assure proper 
protection.  Inspect all coolant hoses and clamps 
for any signs of cracking or leaking, and correct any 
problems found.  Any leaks will cause the levels of 
antifreeze to decrease and damage to occur.

ADDITIONAL TIPS FOR WINTER OPERATION

If any of the tractors will be operated in cold climates 
where temperatures are typically below 6°C for extended 
periods, these additional suggestions will likely add life to 
your tractor.  

•	 Check that the cold start aid works and use the cold start 
aid on the tractor.

•	 After overnight or extended shutdown, let the engine run at 
about 1200 RPM for several minutes to circulate the 
oil in the engine, transmission and hydraulic systems.  
It is not necessary to fully “warm up” the engine, but 
this gets everything lubricated before putting it under 
load.

•	 After letting the oil circulate for several minutes, slowly 
cycle any hydraulically operating function including 
the steering, 3-point hitches, loader lift and bucket, 
and attachments using the tractor’s remote hydraulic 
valves.  Again, this is mainly to get things lubricated 
and moving.

When these steps have been done, the tractor can be 
driven slowly away and the engine speed and load  
increased as it warms up.

SERVICE TIPS

GET READY TO REST  
WITH THESE WINTER MAINTENANCE TIPS
Getting your combines or higher horsepower tractors ready for storage is not a difficult process if you are already  
up-to-date on routine servicing maintenance as outlined in the Operator’s Manual.  The following suggestions work  
in conjunction with a good maintenance program to make sure your equipment will be ready to go when you are.   
A few minutes of prevention now can make a large difference in the way your equipment works for years to come.



MS1236

Drop us 
a line

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
If you have a snapshot, comment or suggestion of something 
you’d like to see in the newsletter then please let us know.
You can either post your comment to:
    New Holland Club 
    CB Norwood Distributors Ltd,   
    Freepost 255 
    PO Box 1265, Palmerton North

or send them by email to:      newhollandclub@norwood.co.nz

YOUR LOCAL NEW HOLLAND DEALERS
KAIKOHE Dave Boyt Farm Machinery Centre Ph (09) 405 2269 - sales
WHANGAREI Dave Boyt Farm Machinery Centre Ph (09) 438 4719
PUKEKOHE Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (09) 238 7189
MORRINSVILLE Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (07) 889 8505
TE AWAMUTU Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (07) 872 0232
TE PUKE/WHAKATANE R & R Tractors Ph (07) 573 9107
NEW PLYMOUTH Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (06) 757 5582
HAWERA Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (06) 278 6159
GISBORNE Norwood Farm Machinery Centre (06) 867 9864 
TAUPO PSL Agri Ph (07) 378 2673 
HASTINGS Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (06) 876 7034
PALMERSTON NORTH  Norwood Farm Machinery Centre (06) 351 2799
MASTERTON Norwood Farm Machinery Centre (06) 377 3184
BLENHEIM  Williams Service Centre (1990) Ltd Ph (03) 578 1021

NELSON N S Rogers Ltd Ph (03) 528 9212
WESTPORT Westland Farmers Ph (03) 788 8050
CHRISTCHURCH Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (03) 349 5089
ASHBURTON Gluyas Motors Ltd Ph (03) 307 5800
TIMARU Johnson Gluyas Tractors 2009 Ltd Ph (03) 688 1133
MOSGIEL Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (03) 489 7754
GORE Southland Tractors Ltd Ph (03)  208 8333
INVERCARGILL Southland Tractors Ltd Ph (03) 235 8741

PARTS AND SERVICE
MATAMATA Murray Wilcox Ltd Ph (07) 888 7139
PUTARURU Putaruru Tractor Services Ph (07) 883 7544
ROTORUA PSL Agri Ph (07) 343 6081
STRATFORD Norwood Farm Machinery Centre Ph (06) 765 6139
ROXBURGH Robb’s Garage Ltd ph (03) 446 8129


